
What would
happen if
humans
disappeared?
First and Second Conditionals



Complete  the sentences so they are true for you. Use will/won't + V 

When i learn English
perfectly...

if I forget my phone at
home...

if I have lots of time

this weekend... 

if the weather is
freezing... 

if the weather is good
tomorrow... 

if i am not tired this

evening...

What structure is used for these sentences in the First Conditional? fir
st
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on

di
ti
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al

 

Write 
it 

here.



First Conditional

IF | CONDITION | RESULT
         Present Simple   +  will + V
If I see her, I will tell her about it. 

RESULT | IF| CONDITION 
          will + V   +   Present Simple 
I will tell her about it if I see her.

Instead of IF we can also use
WHEN, AS SOON AS  etc.

possible plans, promises, warnings,
threats or for persuading someone.

Sometimes, we use shall, can
or may instead of will, for
example: If it's sunny this
afternoon, we can play
tennis.

USAGE



Match the second halves of the sentences with the first halves.
 

1.If you put the light on, ____.

2.If you turn on the electric heater, ____.

3.If you have something to eat, ____.

4.If you go to bed earlier, ____.

5.If you take an umbrella today, ____.

6.If you ask the teacher to explain it , ___.

7.If you use a map, ____.

8.If you buy a cat or a dog, ____.

a)you won't feel lonely

b)you will feel warmer

c)you will pass the exam

d)you won't get lost

e)you won't be hungry

f)you will see better

g)you will feel better in the morning

h)you won't get wet



ANSWERS 

1.If you put the light on, ____.

2.If you turn on the electric heater, ____.

3.If you have something to eat, ____.

4.If you go to bed earlier, ____.

5.If you take an umbrella today, ____.

6.If you ask the teacher to explain it , ___.

7.If you use a map, ____.

8.If you buy a cat or a dog, ____.

a)you won't feel lonely

b)you will feel warmer

c)you will pass the exam

d)you won't get lost

e)you won't be hungry

f)you will see better

g)you will feel better in the morning

h)you won't get wet
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CHAIN Game 
You can see 9 cubes with the images. The first person says
the first conditional sentence about the first cube. The next
person makes the first person's main clause his if clause
and ends the sentence talking about the next cube (you
don't need to name the exact things from the cubes, just
your associations with the pictures). You take turns making
silly sentences until you use all the cubes. 

Example: 
If I become rich one day, I'll go to space to explore it.
If you go to space one day, you might see some beautiful
constellation. If you see some beautiful constellation, you
can name it the way you want. If you name a constellation,
you will be associated with the space. And so on...

Now go to the next page and try!
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click to play

Play in teams
or individually

https://view.genial.ly/634acedf34a1420012227d92/interactive-content-escape-room-first-conditional
https://view.genial.ly/634acedf34a1420012227d92/interactive-content-escape-room-first-conditional
https://view.genial.ly/634acedf34a1420012227d92/interactive-content-escape-room-first-conditional
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How would our
life be different
without these

things?

cars, moon, phones,
science, paper, money, the
Internet, television, sleep,

gravity

It/there would be..
We would/wouldn't + V...

People would + V...
I would +V..

Use such structures:

If we didn't have...



second Conditional

IF | CONDITION | RESULT
         Past Simple   +  would + V
If I won the lottery, I would travel a lot.

 RESULT | IF |CONDITION 
          would + V   +   Past Simple 
I would travel a lot if I won the lottery, 

very improbable (1-5% probability),
completely unrealistic situation

(with a 0% probability)
 When we use the verb ‘to be’ in the

second conditional, the past form
is always were and not was for the
subjects I, he, she and it.
If I were rich, I’d spend all my
time travelling.

USAGE

The contraction of would is 'd



If we__________(have)  a yacht, we__________(sail) the seven seas.
If he__________(have)  more time, he__________(learn)  karate.
If they__________(tell)  their father, he__________(be)very angry.
She__________(spend)  a year in the USA if it__________(be)easier to get a
green card.
If I__________(live)  on a lonely island, I__________(swim and relax) all day.
We__________(help)  you if we__________(know)how.
My brother__________(buy) a sports car if he__________(have) the money.
If I__________(feel)  better, I__________(go)  to the cinema with you.
If you__________(go)  by bike more often, you__________(be / not)  so
flabby.
She__________(not / talk)  to you if she__________(be)  mad at you.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

ex
er

ci
se

s
second conditional



If we had a yacht, we would sail the seven seas. 
If he had more time, he would learn karate. 
If they told their father, he would be very angry. 
She would spend a year in the USA if it were easier to get a green card. 
If I lived on a lonely island, I would run swim and relax all day. 
We would help you if we knew how. 
My brother would buy a sports car if he had the money. 
If I felt better, I would go to the cinema with you. 
If you went by bike more often, you would not be so flabby. 
She would not talk to you if she were mad at you. 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
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ANSWERS



Guess the meaning of
the highlighted

words.
1.If humans suddenly disappeared from Earth the changes to the planet would be
drastic. 

Vocabulary

a. radical and strong b.not easy to notice c. fast 

2. Some forms of power would last longer, but eventually they would malfunction              
and break down too.

a. stop b.work incorrectly c. explode

3.In 2 or 3 days the subway system in cities like New York would already be flooded. 

a. covered with water b.broken c. polluted 



Guess the meaning of
the highlighted

words.
4.Nuclear reactors would fail leading to massive nuclear meltdowns all over the
world.

5. In 2 years rats and cockroaches would die off in cities in cold climates, since
humans would no longer provide warmth and food. 

Vocabulary

a. collapses, explosions b.melting ice c. freezing weather 

a. b. c. 

6. Desert cities like Las Vegas would be the first to get swallowed up by mother
nature. 

a. be covered with water b.be covered 
with grass 

c.take in and 
cause to disappear 



Guess the meaning of
the highlighted

words.
7.Within a couple hundred of years bridges, towers and tall building would begin to 
 collapse.

8.After about 3 hundred years large land and sea animals would begin to thrive
without human influence.

Vocabulary

a. not longer than b.less than c. faster than

9. Within 500 years the forest would overgrow suburban neighborhoods. 

a. in the village b.in the centre of a large
town or city 

c.on the edge of a
large town or city

 

a. die out b.grow or develop c. be hungry

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/edge
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/large
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/town
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/city


Guess the meaning of
the highlighted

words.
1.If humans suddenly disappeared from the Earth the changes to the Earth would be
drastic. 

ANSWERS

a. radical and strong b.not easy to notice c. fast 

2. Some forms of power would last longer, but eventually they would malfunction              
and break down too.

a. stop b.work incorrectly c. explode

3.In 2 or 3 days the subway system in cities like New York would already be flooded. 

a. covered with water b.broken c. polluted 



Guess the meaning of
the highlighted

words.
4.Nuclear reactors would fail leading to massive nuclear meltdowns all over the
world.

5. In 2 years rats and cockroaches would die off in cities in cold climates, since
humans would no longer provide warmth and food. 

ANSWERS

a. collapses, explosions b.melting ice c. freezing weather 

a. b. c. 

6. Desert cities like Las Vegas would be the first to get swallowed up by mother
nature. 

a. be covered with water b.be covered 
with grass 

c.take in and 
cause to disappear 



Guess the meaning of
the highlighted

words.
7.Within a couple hundred of years bridges, towers and tall building would begin to 
 collapse.

8.After about 3 hundred years large land and sea animals would begin to thrive
without human influence.

ANSWERS

a. not longer than b.less than c. faster than

9. Within 500 years the forest would overgrow suburban neighborhoods. 

a. in the village b.in the centre of a large
town or city 

c.on the edge of a
large town or city

 

a. die out b.grow or develop c. be hungry

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/edge
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/large
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/town
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/city


Let's Predict! You are going to
watch a video. Try to
predict what would

happen if all humans
disappeared.

Here are some hints
from the video

https://youtu.be/GF7GqD_Ffx4


Watch the video and
complete all the tasks.  
You can choose Casino
Mode to have more fun!

Let's watch and play!
Can be played in

teams and
individually. 

click to watch

https://en.islcollective.com/english-esl-video-lessons/grammar-practice/general-grammar-practice/what-would-happen-if-humans-disappeared-colossal-questions/712332
https://en.islcollective.com/english-esl-video-lessons/grammar-practice/general-grammar-practice/what-would-happen-if-humans-disappeared-colossal-questions/712332
https://en.islcollective.com/english-esl-video-lessons/grammar-practice/general-grammar-practice/what-would-happen-if-humans-disappeared-colossal-questions/712332


4-in-a-row Play in teams or
player VS player.
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A B C D E F G H
suddenly Earth power lights collapse towers drastic immediate

fail last flooded subway nuclear emergency influence meltdown

complain thrive suburban disappear cities changes humans break
down

generator satellite cockroach warmth desert
Mother 
Nature space evidence

The goal of the game
is to connect four of

your squares in a line.
All directions

(vertical, horizontal,
diagonal) are allowed.
You also need to make
a sentence with the

word from the chosen
square.

Good luck!

suddenly Earth power lights collapse towers drastic immediate

fail last flooded subway nuclear emergency influence meltdown

complain thrive suburban disappear cities changes humans break
down

generator satellite cockroach warmth desert
Mother 
Nature space evidence



Thank you


